Spanish Curriculum Summary Overview

Autumn 1
Autumn 2

Year 1

Year 2

Mixed Year 3/4 A

Mixed Year 3/4 – B

Mixed Year 5/6 –
A

Mixed Year 5/6 B

Not taught

Not taught

Ask and answer
name
Ask and answer
simple feelings
Count 0-11
6 colours
Listening and
responding to
target language
Practising sounds

Ask and answer
name
Ask and answer
simple feelings
Asking someone’s
age
Have you ...? I have/
have not
Numbers
Classroom objects
Listening and
responding to target
language
Practising sounds

School subjects
Calendar
Opinions
Feelings
Asking and
answering a like and
dislike
Conjunctions and
extended sentences
Following story and
exploring more
detailed text
Speaking and writing
interesting
sentences
Exploration of 1st,2nd
3rd person singular
and verbs

School subjects
Calendar
Opinions
Feelings
Time- o’clocks
Daily routine
Asking and
answering a like and
dislike
Conjunctions and
extended sentences
(feelings/ opinions)
Following story and
exploring more
detailed text
Speaking and writing
interesting
sentences
Exploration of 1st,2nd
3rd person singular
and verbs

Days
Months
Listening and
responding to
target language
Practising sounds
Respond to simple
question
Asking the day /
month
Ask birthday month

Days, months,
colours
Listening and
responding to target
language
Practising sounds
Shops in town
Finding out where a
place is
Respond to simple
question

Nouns and
adjectives
House nouns
Descriptive
sentences using
nouns and adjectives
Numbers to 100

Nouns and
adjectives
House nouns
Descriptive
sentences using
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Spring 1
Spring 2

Not taught

Not taught

Exploration of
nouns (singular
/plural and gender)
Animal nouns
Ask and answer a
like/dislike
Following a story,
simple sentences
with adjectives.
Family members
Counting
Colours
Personal
information
questions
Associating colour
adjectives with
nouns
Playground games
Reading aloud a
rhyme

Exploration of nouns
(singular /plural and
gender)
Anima nouns
Colours as adjectives
Family members
Asking likes and
dislikes questions
and answers
Counting
Colours
Personal information
questions and
answers
Body part nouns
Using colours
adjectives
Speaking and writing
simple descriptive
sentences

Dialogues to buy
items and tickets
Describing a place

nouns and
adjectives
Numbers to 100
Dialogues to buy
items and tickets
Describing a place

Fruits and
vegetables and
recipes
Instructional text
Make a sandwich
Follow, read aloud
and perform the
story of Jack and the
Beanstalk
Speaking and writing
creative sentences

Fruits and
vegetables and
recipes
Instructional text
Make a healthy
lunch box
Write read aloud
and perform
“Masterchef”
recipes
Speaking and writing
creative sentences

Clothes nouns and
use of adjectives to
describe clothes
Speaking and writing
descriptive
sentences- Fashion
Show
Reading aloud text.
Follow, join in and
perform Lost Pirate’s
Treasure story
Play board game

Clothes nouns and
use of adjectives to
describe clothes
Reading and
speaking descriptive
sentences- fancy
dress
Finding about
favourite things.
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Summer 1
Summer 2

Not taught

Not taught

Polite request
Listening and
responding to polite
requests
Following, joining in
and performing a
story
Nouns
Playing a board
game
Fruits and
vegetables
Nouns
Following, joining in
and performing a
story
Speaking and
writing simple
descriptive
sentences
Counting
Colours

Polite request
Listening and
responding
Following and
performing a
dialogue
Fruits and flavours
Ice creams
Following, joining in
and performing a
story
Nouns
Following, joining in
and performing a
story
Speaking and writing
simple descriptive
sentences
Counting
Colours

Explore verb “to
have” and designing
a wizard’s cloak

Exploring 1st,2nd,3rd
person singular and
plural of verb
Speaking and writing
descriptive
sentencespresentation “All
about me “
Reading aloud text

Planets
Speaking and writing
descriptive
sentences with
nouns and adjectives
and the verb “to be”
Creating personal
IDs
Personal
information
questions and
answers to form
dialogues Sports
nouns and opinions
Exploring the
present tense of the
verb “to play”
Exploring text to
understand and reuse language
Speaking and writing
extended sentences

Cafes, dialogues
Asking and
answering questions
Investigating
information about
foods in short texts
Designing out of this
world meals and
menus
Understanding,
remembering,
recalling and
performing a sketch
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Personal
information
questions and
answers
Body part nouns
Place nouns and
phrases

Personal information
questions and
answers
Body part nouns
Jungle animal nouns

Performing to an
audience
Listening to and
investigating
information about
planets
Designing own
imaginary outer
space worlds
Seaside nouns and
verbs
Exploring text to
understand and reuse language
Speaking and writing
persuasive
sentences
Extended sentences
Performing to an
audience

